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Clocky - Alarm Clock

Product Name: Clocky - Alarm Clock

Manufacturer: -

Model Number: TGS1086

Clocky gives you one chance to get up. But if you snooze, Clocky will jump off your
nightstand and wheel around your room looking for a place to hide, beeping all the
while. You ll have to get out of bed to silence his alarm!

This little wonderful wheeled alarm clock started as an engineering student s project.
Having trouble waking up herself, Gauri Nanda developed Clocky to shriek annoyingly
and effectively, waking you up. The fun doesn t end there, kiddies. It leaps off of your
night stand, and drives around your room, making random turns and racing away from
your grasp. Now you have to get out of bed and hunt the little bugger down to turn it off.
Clocky is kind of like a misbehaving pet, only he will get up at the right time!

Clocky is a very active timepiece, it can fall from a metre high and continue around the
room, beeping itself silly, until you catch it. In fact, it s all very cute, until you can t catch
it. To stop the ringing you have to get up and catch the running clock - after such an
exercise the very idea of going back to bed is impossible.

 

You can set Clocky to give you one snooze and then run away at the next alarm, or to
turn off immediately (if you know, that for you, one snooze is one too many!).

Features

    * Set your snooze time, 0-9 min
    * Snooze once before he runs away
    * Choose 0 and he runs right away
    * Can jump from 1 meter high
    * Moves on wood and carpet
    * Press snooze to view time at night
    * Screen flashes when beeping/running
    * Alarm beeps in random pattern (think R2 on Acid)
    * Clocky is small: 5.25" x 3.5" x 3.5"
    * Want him to stay put? Disable wheels.
    * Early low battery warning
    * Colors: almond white, aqua and pink

Now, you re awake, and it s time to get things done. Booya.

Price: R499.00

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Sunday 06 June, 2010
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